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Abstract

This paper introduces an Algebraic MultiScale method for simulation of flow in het-
erogeneous porous media with embedded discrete Fractures (F-AMS). First, multi-
scale coarse grids are independently constructed for both porous matrix and fracture
networks. Then, a map between coarse- and fine-scale is obtained by algebraically
computing basis functions with local support. In order to extend the localization
assumption to the fractured media, four types of basis functions are investigated:
(1) Decoupled-AMS, in which the two media are completely decoupled, (2) Frac-
AMS and (3) Rock-AMS, which take into account only one-way transmissibilities,
and (4) Coupled-AMS, in which the matrix and fracture interpolators are fully cou-
pled. In order to ensure scalability, the F-AMS framework permits full flexibility in
terms of the resolution of the fracture coarse grids. Numerical results are presented
for two- and three-dimensional heterogeneous test cases. During these experiments,
the performance of F-AMS, paired with ILU(0) as second-stage smoother in a con-
vergent iterative procedure, is studied by monitoring CPU times and convergence
rates. Finally, in order to investigate the scalability of the method, an extensive
benchmark study is conducted, where a commercial algebraic multigrid solver is
used as reference. The results show that, given an appropriate coarsening strategy,
F-AMS is insensitive to severe fracture and matrix conductivity contrasts, as well
as the length of the fracture networks. Its unique feature is that a fine-scale mass
conservative flux field can be reconstructed after any iteration, providing efficient
approximate solutions in time-dependent simulations.

Key words: algebraic multiscale methods, flow in porous media, naturally
fractured porous rock, heterogeneous permeability, scalable linear solvers.
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1 Introduction

In many geoscience applications, including hydrocarbon production and geother-
mal energy exploitation, the target formations are naturally fractured. These
formations are often highly heterogeneous matrix rock is crossed by several
networks of lower-dimensional highly-conductive fractures at multiple length
scales [1]. This raises important challenges for flow simulation, motivating the
development of advanced modelling and numerical solution techniques.

Among the proposed methods, the hierarchical fracture modelling approach
allows for avoiding complexities associated with the discretization and dy-
namic nature of fracture geometries [2]. In this approach, small-scale fractures
(below the matrix grid resolution) are homogenized within the matrix rock,
altering its effective permeability [3]. The remaining fractures are then rep-
resented as explicit control volumes [4, 5]. If the fracture and matrix grids
are generated independently, then the formation is said to be discretized ac-
cording to the Embedded Discrete Fracture Model (EDFM) [6]. Alternatively,
the fracture cells can be constrained to lie at the interfaces of matrix cells,
i.e. by employing Discrete Fracture Modelling methods (DFM), which require
unstructured grids [7]. Both DFM and EDFM have been applied to reservoirs
with complex fracture geometries [8] and fluid physics [9, 10]. Recent develop-
ments include higher-order approximation schemes within finite-volume [11]
and finite-element [12] methods.

Note that the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF), even after homoge-
nizing small-scale fractures, is beyond the scope of classical simulation meth-
ods. This motivates the development of an efficient multiscale method for
heterogeneous fractured porous media.

Multiscale finite element (MSFE) [13] and finite volume (MSFV) methods
[14] have been introduced and evolved mainly for heterogeneous, but non-
fractured, porous media (see [15] for a comparison). Recent developments in-
clude efficient solution of the pressure equation for multi-component displace-
ments within sequentially- [16, 17] and fully-implicit [18, 19] frameworks. They
have also been extended to capture complex wells [20, 21] and to the transport
equations [22]. In addition, enriched multiscale methods are targeted at media
with high conductivity contrasts [23, 24, 25], with modifications to maintain
their monotonicity [26, 27]. More recently, a multiscale formulation has been
devised to support unstructured grids [28].
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The first application of MSFV methods to fractured reservoirs was developed
on the basis of coupling the matrix pressure to the average pressure in each
fracture network, at coarse scale [5]. Based on their results for two-dimensional
(2D) problems, this method was efficient for media with highly conductive
fracture networks which span short spatial length scales (relative to that of
the domain). However, convergence was observed to degrade for test cases with
significant variations in the pressure distribution along the fracture network.
In combination with streamline-based mixed formulations, multiscale methods
have also been employed to 2D fractured reservoirs [29]. More recently, a
multiscale approach was developed for 2D reservoirs which assigned one coarse
node at each fracture intersection only, with no coarse nodes in the matrix
[30]. Note that none of these methods include 3D heterogeneous reservoirs nor
has their performance been benchmarked against a commercial linear solver.
More importantly, the literature is lacking a multiscale method which allows
for flexible coarse grids inside the matrix as well as its embedded fractures
and, thus, able to accommodate heterogeneous cases with fracture networks
of different length scales.

This paper presents the development of an Algebraic MultiScale method for
heterogeneous Fractured porous media (F-AMS) using EDFM. Given a par-
tition of the fine-scale cells into primal and dual coarse blocks for both the
matrix and fracture networks, the algorithm algebraically constructs the mul-
tiscale prolongation (mapping coarse- to fine-scale) and restriction (mapping
fine- to coarse-scale) operators. The prolongation operator columns are the lo-
cal basis functions, solved on dual-coarse cells, for both matrix and fractures.

F-AMS supports four different matrix-fracture coupling strategies, at the coarse-
scale. First, the Decoupled-AMS basis functions are defined by neglecting the
contribution of a medium’s coarse solution (e.g., fractures) in the interpolated
solution in the other (e.g., matrix), thus preserving sparsity in the resulting
coarse-scale system. Then, two semi-coupled (one-way) strategies, Rock-AMS
and Frac-AMS, are considered. The Rock-AMS approach constructs a pro-
longation operator in which the matrix coarse solutions also contribute in
computing the interpolated fine-scale solution in neighbouring fractures. Sim-
ilarly, Frac-AMS considers the influence of the fracture coarse solution when
interpolating the pressure inside the surrounding porous rock. Finally, the fully
coupled strategy, Coupled-AMS, is devised, where coarse-scale solutions from
both media play a role in finding the fine-scale solution of each other. This last
approach, although allowing for full fracture-matrix coupling, leads to a dense
coarse-scale system with additional overhead during the associated algebraic
(matrix-vector, matrix-matrix) operations. As such, for practical applications,
the Coupled-AMS prolongation operator may require tuning via truncation,
where values below a specified threshold are algebraically deleted, followed by
a rescaling step, to maintain partition of unity. This option is also investigated
in the paper.
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To summarize, F-AMS allows for arbitrary coarse grid resolutions in both
fractures and matrix, as well as all possible coarse-scale coupling between
them. Furthermore, once these coarse grids are defined, the F-AMS procedure
is formulated and implemented in algebraic form, in line with the previously
published formulations of incompressible (AMS) [31] and compressible (C-
AMS) [32] flows. In the limit, if the Frac-AMS coupling strategy and only one
coarse node per fracture network is used, F-AMS automatically reduces to the
method described in [5]. However, this setup proves inefficient for many of the
test cases in this paper. From a bottom-up perspective, F-AMS extends the
AMS prolongation operator, as previously described in [31], with additional
columns. Some of these columns correspond to the enriched fracture coarse
domain, as explained above. The remainder represent local well basis functions
for Peaceman wells [20].

In order to test F-AMS method, a proof-of-concept implementation is devel-
oped with a focus on reservoirs defined on 3D structured grids with embedded
vertical fracture plates (for the challenges associated with unstructured multi-
scale simulation see [28]). For the presented experiments, a finite-element (FE)
restriction operator is employed to obtain a symmetric-positive-definite coarse
system. If approximate (non-converged) F-AMS solutions are used, in the last
iteration step, a finite-volume (FV) restriction operator is employed followed
by mass-conservative reconstruction of fine-scale flux field. The performance of
this in-house object oriented serial-processing simulator was measured based
on CPU times, as well as convergence rates. Numerical test cases are consid-
ered in order to study the effect of the different components of the algorithm,
namely, the coarsening ratios and basis function coupling strategies. F-AMS
is developed as an accurate multiscale (approximate) pressure solver. In order
to assess its scalability, however, its performance (based on CPU times) is
compared against the commercial Algebraic MultiGrid (AMG) solver, SAMG
[33], as a preconditioner. Results of these systematic studies show that only
few DOF per fracture network are necessary to obtain a good trade-off be-
tween convergence rate and computational expense. In conclusion, F-AMS is
found efficient and scalable for solving flow in heterogeneous and naturally
fractured porous media. Its development marks an important step forward
towards the integration multiscale methods as “black-box” pressure solvers
within existing reservoir simulators, with the possibility of extension to more
complex physics and scenarios.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the EDFM fine-scale discrete system
is described in Section 2. Then, the components of the F-AMS algorithm are
detailed in Section 3. Section 4 consists of numerical results for both 2D and
3D test cases. Finally, conclusions and remarks make the subject of Section 5.
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2 Fine-scale discretized system

The mass-conservation equations for single-phase flow in fractured media, us-
ing Darcy’s law, can be written as[

∂(φρ)

∂t
−∇ · (ρλ · ∇p)

]m
= [ρq]mw + [ρQ]m + [ρq]mf on Ωm ⊂ Rn (1)

for the matrix (superscript m) and[
∂(φρ)

∂t
−∇ · (ρλ · ∇p)

]f
= [ρq]fw + [ρQ]f + [ρq]fm on Ωf ⊂ Rn−1 (2)

for the fracture (superscript f ) spatial domains. Here, the phase mobility
λ = k∗/µ consists of fluid viscosity (µ) and effective fracture (k∗ = kf ) or
rock (k∗ = km) permeability. Note that the latter can also account for the ho-
mogenized small-scale fractures, as described in the hierarchical fracture model
[4, 3]. Also, ρ and φ are the fluid density and rock porosity, respectively. Here,
for simplicity, fracture porosity is always considered to be 1. The qmw and qfw

denote the matrix and fracture external source terms, respectively, i.e. from
injection/production wells. For a perforated matrix control volume V , it reads

qmwV = PI λm (pw − pm)/V ≡ βm (pw − pm), (3)

where βm = PI λm/V , qmwtot =
∫
V q

mw
V dV is the total injection rate, and PI is

the productivity index [34]. Similarly, the fracture-matrix coupling terms are
modeled such that for a matrix volume V intersecting with a fracture surface
A one obtains

qmfV = CI λf−m (pf − pm)/V ≡ ηm (pf − pm) (4)

and

qfmA = CI λf−m (pm − pf )/A ≡ ηf (pm − pf ), (5)

where ηm = CI λf−m/V and ηf = CI λf−m/A. This ensures the total flux
between a fracture element of area A and a matrix element of volume V is
equal [5], i.e., ∫

V
qmfV dV = −

∫
A
qfmA dA. (6)

The λf−m is the effective mobility at the interface between the fractures and
their surrounding matrix. The CI is the connectivity index, defined on a dis-
crete system as

CIij =
Aij
〈d〉ij

, (7)
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where Aij is the area fraction of fracture element i overlapping with the matrix
element j, and 〈d〉ij is the average distance of the two elements [5]. Finally,
the Qm and Qf terms describe other external source terms for matrix and
fractures (e.g., gravity terms).

These equations are to be solved for matrix and fracture pressures, pm and
pf , on the matrix Ωm and fracture Ωf domains, as depicted in Fig. 1. Note
that a fracture network can consist of several fractures, which are represented
in a lower dimensional space, i.e. Ωf ⊂ Rn−1, than the matrix (reservoir rock)
Ωm ⊂ Rn. The main advantage of this type of formulation is that the matrix
and fracture grids are independent and, thus, can be freely adapted to accom-
modate the appropriate physics for each medium. This is especially important
in highly fractured reservoirs or when fractures are generated (and closed)
during simulation, e.g., in geothermal formations [35].

The incompressible single-phase pressure solution obtained using the EDFM
approach for a 2D fractured reservoir model, shown in Fig. 1(a), is provided
in Fig. 1(b). Two pressure-constrained wells are placed on the East and West
boundaries, and the reservoir rock is homogeneous.

(a) Fine-scale grid

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(b) Pressure solution

Fig. 1. Illustration of a 2D fine-scale computational grid (a) which contains 15× 15
homogeneous matrix, 21 fracture cells and two pressure-constrained wells at the
West and East boundaries with values of 1 and 0, respectively. The pressure solution
is plotted in (b), where fractures are 100 times more conductive than the matrix.

When non-linearities are present (e.g., compressible flows), the flow equations
need to first be linearized, i.e.,

Aνpν+1 ≡


Amm Amf Amw

Afm Aff Afw

Awm Awf Aww


ν 

pm

pf

pw


ν+1

=


qm

qf

qw


ν

≡ qν , (8)
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and then iteratively solved, in a Newton-Raphson loop, until the converged
solution is achieved. Note that this system (8) shows an implicit treatment of
the coupling between fracture and matrix through the Afm entries, and that
A can be non-symmetric, due to the compressibility effects [32, 36].

Developing an efficient solution strategy for the linearized system (8) is quite
challenging for several reasons. On the one hand, the size of this system can
exceed several millions of unknowns for realistic test cases. On the other hand,
the value of the condition numbers for the system matrix is worsened by high
contrasts between reservoir properties (matrix permeability is highly hetero-
geneous over large scales, fractures are typically much more conductive than
the matrix, etc.).

Clearly a classical upscaling method cannot be employed here due to the
highly resolved fractures, which play an important role in mass transport. This
creates a niche for conservative multiscale methods, which have the important
advantage of solving coarse-scale problems while honouring fine-scale data
[37, 38] in an iterative error reduction strategy [39, 40, 41] which allows for
mass-conservative flux reconstruction at any stage [42]. Next, the development
of the F-AMS method is presented.

3 Algebraic Multiscale Method for Heterogeneous Porous Media
with Embedded Discrete Fractures (F-AMS)

This section describes the F-AMS procedure, an efficient multiscale solution
strategy for Eq. (8). Given a computational domain with Nf fracture networks
and Nw wells, F-AMS first superimposes two coarse grids on top of both the
matrix and fracture domains. The primal-coarse grid is a non-overlapping de-
composition of the domain, inside which a fine-scale cell is selected as coarse
node (Fig. 2(a) for 2D, and 2(c) and 2(e) for 3D cases). By connecting the
coarse nodes, a secondary overlapping coarse grid is obtained, which is called
the dual coarse grid (Figs. 2(b), 2(d) and 2(f)). There exist Ncm and Ndm ma-
trix primal-coarse and dual-coarse blocks and, similarly, each fracture network
fi contains Ncfi and Ndfi fracture primal-coarse and dual-coarse blocks. Note
that Nw (injection or production) wells exist in the domain, as driving forces
for the flow.

F-AMS approximates the solution to Eq. (8), p, as a superposition of coarse-
scale solutions (p̆) using locally computed basis functions (Φ), i.e.

pm ≈ p′m =
Ncm∑
i=1

Φmm
i p̆mi +

Nf∑
i=1

Ncfi∑
j=1

Φmfi
j p̆fij +

Nw∑
k=1

Φmw
j p̆wk , (9)
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(a) 2D coarse grid (b) 2D dual-coarse grid

(c) 3D matrix coarse grid (d) 3D matrix dual-coarse grid

(e) 3D fracture coarse grid (f) 3D fracture dual-coarse grid

Fig. 2. F-AMS coarse grids defined on 2D (top) and 3D domains (middle and bot-
tom). The primal grid (left) consists of non-overlapping coarse blocks, each shown
in a different colour. The dual grid (right) is split into nodes, shown in orange, 1D
blocks (edges) in green, 2D blocks (faces) in blue and 3D blocks (interiors) in purple.
Note that the fracture aperture in (a) and (b) is magnified for clarity.
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for the matrix and

pf ≈ p′f =
Ncm∑
i=1

Φfm
i p̆mi +

Nf∑
i=1

Ncfi∑
j=1

Φffi
j p̆fij +

Nw∑
k=1

Φfw
j p̆wk (10)

for the fractures, respectively. The basis functions associated with matrix
coarse cells (i.e., Φm∗) are Φmm

i for matrix-matrix effects, Φmf
j for the matrix-

fracture coupling, and Φmw
j matrix-well interactions. These basis functions

(interpolators) are employed in order to capture the effects of all the im-
portant factors (matrix, fractures, and wells) in the construction of a good
approximation for the matrix pressure field pm. Similarly for fractures, Φf∗

consists of the contributions from the matrix Φfm, fractures Φff , and wells
Φfw, if present.

One of the novel aspects of this work is that the pressure field inside fractures,
pf , is included explicitly in the multiscale formulation (Eq. (10)). This means
that the fracture grid cells are also decomposed into primal and dual coarse
blocks (Fig. 2), similar to the matrix. Their solutions are also mapped to the
coarse scale and back to the original resolution, again, similar to the matrix.
More specifically, each fracture network fi is decomposed into Ncfi primal-
coarse grid blocks, for which sets of basis functions are calculated. One could
employ the same formulation for wells, i.e., discretize them into several fine-
scale cells which can then be coarsened on the superimposed multiscale grids.
However, for the sake of simplicity, in the experiments presented in this work,
each well is assigned a single fine-scale DOF, which is mapped to the coarse-
scale using the identity restriction operator, i.e.

pwi = p′wi = p̆wi ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , Nw}. (11)

In algebraic notation, the superpositions (9) and (10) can be expressed as

pm ≈ p′
m

= Pmp̆ ≡ [Pmm Pmf Pmw] [p̆m p̆f p̆w]T (12)

and

pf ≈ p′
f

= Pf p̆ ≡ [Pfm Pff Pfw] [p̆m p̆f p̆w]T , (13)

respectively.

The basis functions are assembled in the columns of the multiscale prolonga-
tion operator,P , with the dimension of Nfine×Ncoarse, where Nfine and Ncoarse

are the total number of fine- and coarse-scale control volumes, respectively.
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The part of P corresponding to the matrix fine-cells is defined as

Pm =


... · · · ...

... · · · ... · · · ... · · · ...
... · · · ...

Φmm
1 · · · Φmm

Ncm
Φmf1

1 · · · Φmf1
Ncf1
· · · Φ

mfNf

1 · · · Φ
mfNf

NcfNf

Φmw
1 · · · Φmw

Nw

... · · · ...
... · · · ... · · · ... · · · ...

... · · · ...

 .
(14)

Notice the three sub-blocks which represent matrix-matrix, matrix-fracture,
and matrix-well coupling. Similarly, the prolongation operator for fractures
can be stated as

Pf =


... · · · ...

... · · · ... · · · ... · · · ...
... · · · ...

Φfm
1 · · · Φfm

Ncm
Φff1

1 · · · Φff1
Ncf1
· · · Φ

ffNf

1 · · · Φ
ffNf

NcfNf

Φfw
1 · · · Φfw

Nw

... · · · ...
... · · · ... · · · ... · · · ...

... · · · ...

 .
(15)

Algebraically, the complete F-AMS prolongation operator reads

P =


Pm

Pf

Pw

 =


Pmm Pmf Pmw

Pfm Pff Pfw

Pwm Pwf Pww

 , (16)

where Pwm and Pwf are set to zero, while Pww is the identity matrix.

Note that the prolongation operator, as described in Eq. (16), allows full
flexibility in consideration of the fracture-matrix coupling in the interpolated
solution, i.e. via the values in Pmf and Pfm. This leads to the definition of
four operators, differentiated by the coupling strategy they employ:

(1) Decoupled-AMS: Pmf = 0 and Pfm = 0
(2) Frac-AMS: only Pfm = 0.
(3) Rock-AMS: only Pmf = 0.
(4) Coupled-AMS: Pmf and Pfm both non-zero.

The first option, i.e., Decoupled-AMS, constructs the most sparse P and thus
has an efficient setup phase. The fourth option, i.e., Coupled-AMS, can lead
to more accurate multiscale simulations, however, it can severely increase the
density of the multiscale operators. In such cases, one may be able to obtain
a trade-off between the quality of the prolongation operator and its sparsity
via truncation, followed by a rescaling of the rows to ensure partition of unity.
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A CPU-based study considering the overhead introduced by the density of P
is presented in Section 4.

In order to construct the coarse-scale system, F-AMS also needs the speci-
fication of a restriction operator, which is a map from fine- to coarse-scale
(dimension Ncoarse × Nfine). Due to its algebraic formulation, F-AMS can
accommodate multiscale finite volumes (MSFV), multiscale finite elements
(MSFE) or even a hybrid multiscale finite elements and volumes restriction
(MSMIX). More specifically, the MSMIX employs a FV-based restriction for
part of the domain (e.g., fractures or wells), and FE for the rest (e.g., matrix
rock). It is important to note that, after any MSFV stage, it is possible to con-
struct a mass-conservative flux field for both matrix and fractures. As such, in
multiphase simulations, if iterations for pressure Eq. (8) are stopped before full
convergence is achieved, MSFV needs to be employed before solving transport
equations. On the other hand, MSFE leads to a symmetric-positive-definite
(SPD) coarse system if the fine-scale system matrix is also SPD [31, 32], and
is the option used during all numerical experiments presented in this work.
Note that MSMIX can be tweaked to achieve the desired compromise between
MSFV and MSFE.

In the following sub-sections, first, the formulation of the local basis functions
is explained. Then, the F-AMS system, and finally the simulation strategy is
described in detail.

3.1 Basis function formulations

As stated before, F-AMS constructs a non-overlapping partition on the given
fine-scale computational domain for both matrix rock and fracture cells, i.e.
the primal-coarse grid. Then, by connecting the coarse nodes, the overlapping
decomposition of the domain, i.e., dual-coarse grid, is obtained. Following
the original description of the MSFV basis functions [14, 42] and its algebraic
description [43, 31, 32], local basis functions are calculated for each coarse node
i, corresponding to each dual block, by respecting the wirebasket hierarchy [44].
First the pressure in the coarse nodes (also called vertices, shown in orange in
Fig. 2(b)) is set to

δij =

1, if i = j

0, if i 6= j
. (17)

Then the dual blocks in the neighbourhood of node i are resolved, in sequence,
as follows: first all the 1D dual blocks (or edges, shown in green in Fig. 2(b)),
followed by the 2D (or faces, shown in blue in Fig. 2(b)) and, finally, if appli-
cable, the 3D dual blocks (or interiors, shown in purple in Fig. 2(d)). The fact
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that each dual block (e.g. edge) neglects the transmissibilities to neighbouring
cells belonging to blocks of inferior rank in the wirebasket hierarchy (i.e. faces
and interiors), constitutes the localization assumption [31], which ensures that
each basis function has a limited support.

The pressure values obtained in the manner described above, for each coarse
node i, are assembled in column i of the prolongation operator to form basis
function Φi.

It is important to note that by having independent fine-scale grids for each
media, a matrix cell (say from a face block) can be directly connected to
fracture cells belonging to dual blocks of any type (vertex, edge or face). This
is an important difference from non-fractured media, where the two-point flux
approximation (TPFA) stencil on structured grids ensured that any dual block
would have connections only to blocks of directly superior or inferior rank in
the wirebasket hierarchy (e.g., the external neighbours of a face cell are either
edge or interior cells). As such, the multscale localization assumption needs
to be extended to account for the connection between the two media. In the
F-AMS framework, this leads to definition of basis functions which account for
different degrees of coupling between the matrix and its perforating fractures.

In order to provide a compact definition of the various basis functions (matrix,
fracture, well), paired with one of the four different coupling strategies consid-
ered (Decoupled-AMS, Rock-AMS, Frac-AMS, Coupled-AMS), the following
“skeleton” is introduced

−∇ · (λ∗ · ∇Φ∗•) +
∑

j∈conn∗
mf

η∗j ξ(Φ
∗•) +

∑
j∈perf∗w

β∗j (Φ∗• − Φw•) = 0, (18)

which is solved for all basis functions ∀Φ∗• ∈ {Φmm,Φmf ,Φmw,Φfm,Φff ,Φfw},
subject to the localization assumption within each domain. Recall that Pwm

and Pwf are zero, while Pww is the identity matrix. The skeleton expres-
sion (18) is based on the incompressible pressure equation, since it was found
computationally efficient, even when compressibility is involved [32]. In its
definition, perf∗w represents the set of (matrix or fracture) cells perforated by
wells. Moreover, conn∗mf is the set of all cells with cross-media connectivities
from the corresponding (matrix or fracture) domain. Finally, the ξ(Φ∗•) func-
tion gives the type of matrix-fracture coupling captured by the basis function,
and will be specified separately for each strategy, as follows:

(1) Decoupled-AMS: all basis functions have no-flow boundary conditions
between the matrix and fracture domains, i.e.,

ξ(Φ∗•) = 0 ∀Φ∗• ∈ {Φmm,Φmf ,Φmw,Φfm,Φff ,Φfw}, (19)

which means that the fracture-matrix coupling term is completely omit-
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ted in Eq (18). The prolongation is solved algebraically, as described in
Appendix A.1. Figure 3 illustrates the step-by-step procedure for a frac-
ture and matrix basis function belonging to the 2D reservoir from Fig. 1.
Note that the support of each of the interpolators is restricted to their
containing medium. Finally, the Decoupled-AMS approach can be seen
as applying the original AMS to separate sub-domains (i.e., matrix and
fractures), having them coupled only at the coarse-scale system.

Decoupled-AMS

(a) Φmm vertices (b) Φmm edges

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(c) Φmm faces

(d) Φff vertices

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(e) Φff edges

Fig. 3. Step-by-step construction of a Decoupled-AMS matrix basis function (top)
and fracture function (bottom). In this strategy, Φmf and Φfm are explicitly set to
0 and the two media have no-flow boundary conditions towards each other. Note
that the fracture aperture is magnified for clarity.

(2) Frac-AMS: the fracture basis functions in the fracture domain, Φff ,
are first computed subject to no-flow conditions towards the matrix, the
same as in the Decoupled-AMS (Fig. 3(d) and 3(e)), i.e. by substituting

ξ(Φff ) = 0 (20)

in Eq. (18). Then, the obtained values are fixed and used as Dirichlet
boundary conditions while computing Φmf , for which the matrix-fracture
transmissibility is taken into account, i.e.,

ξ(Φmf ) = Φmf − Φff . (21)
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On the other hand, the matrix basis functions, Φmm, are solved by setting
Φfm = 0 as Dirichlet boundary condition, i.e.,

ξ(Φmm) = Φmm. (22)

This procedure is performed algebraically, as described in Appendix A.2.
Note from Fig. 4 that, after this computation, the fracture functions
have non-zero values in the matrix, while the support of the matrix basis
functions is restricted to the rock domain.

Frac-AMS

(a) Φmm vertices (b) Φmm edges

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(c) Φmm faces

(d) Φmf vertices (e) Φmf edges

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(f) Φmf faces

Fig. 4. Step-by-step construction of a Frac-AMS matrix basis function (top) and
fracture function (bottom). In this strategy, Φfm = 0 and used as Dirichlet boundary
condition while solving Φmm. Then, Φff is obtained similar as in Decoupled-AMS
(Figs. 3(d)-3(e)) and used as Dirichlet boundary condition for Φmf .

(3) Rock-AMS: First, Φmm is computed with no-flow to the fractures, as
with Decoupled-AMS (Figs. 3(a)-3(c)), i.e.,

ξ(Φmm) = 0. (23)

Then, the values are fixed and used as Dirichlet boundaries while solving
Φfm, for which the fracture-matrix connections are taken into account in
Eq. 18, i.e.,

ξ(Φfm) = Φfm − Φmm. (24)
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For the fracture functions, Φmf = 0 which is used as Dirichlet condition
to compute Φff , i.e.,

ξ(Φff ) = Φff . (25)

Appendix A.3 presents the algebraic procedure corresponding to this cou-
pling strategy. Note from Fig. 5 that, in Rock-AMS, the matrix basis
functions have non-zero values in the fractures, while the opposite does
not hold.

Rock-AMS

(a) Φfm vertices

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(b) Φfm edges

(c) Φff vertices

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(d) Φff edges

Fig. 5. Step-by-step construction of a Rock-AMS matrix basis function (top) and
fracture function (bottom). In this strategy, the Φmm are obtained similar to Decou-
pled-AMS (Figs. 3(a)-3(c)) and used as Dirichlet boundary conditions while solving
Φfm. Then, Φmf = 0 and used as Dirichlet boundary conditions for Φff .

(4) Coupled-AMS: In order to preserve the two-way coupling between frac-
tures and matrix, adjacent dual blocks of the same type are merged (e.g.
fracture edges with the matrix edges they perforate), as shown in Fig. 6.
To clarify, two blocks are considered adjacent if there is a non-zero trans-
missibility between a cell from one of them and a cell from the other.
On the resulting dual-coarse grid, computation of the basis functions fol-
low the usual wirebasket hierarchy, with full consideration of the coupling,
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(a) Merged edges in 2D (b) Merged edges in 3D (c) Merged faces in 3D

Fig. 6. The merging of adjacent dual blocks of the same type in 2D (a) and 3D (b
and c), in order to preserve the full coupling between fractures and matrix in the
Coupled-AMS basis functions.

Coupled-AMS

(a) Φmm & Φfm vertices (b) Φmm & Φfm edges

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(c) Φmm & Φfm faces

(d) Φff & Φmf vertices (e) Φff & Φmf edges

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(f) Φff & Φmf faces

Fig. 7. Step-by-step construction of a Coupled-AMS matrix basis function (top) and
fracture function (bottom). In this strategy, both media preserve their connectivity
towards each other.

i.e., using

ξ(Φmm) = Φmm − Φfm, ξ(Φfm) = Φfm − Φmm,
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ξ(Φff ) = Φff − Φmf and ξ(Φmf ) = Φmf − Φff , (26)

for matrix and fracture cells, respectively (see Appendix A.4 for the
detailed algebraic procedure). Figure 7 presents an illustration of the
Coupled-AMS basis functions. Note that fracture functions have non-
zero values in the matrix, and vice versa, the matrix basis functions also
have non-zero values inside fractures.

It is worth mentioning that, by construction, all four coupling strategies result
in basis functions which form a partition of unity.

The consideration of wells is similar to what was described in the literature
for 2D problems [20], but extended here to 3D problems and integrated within
the F-AMS framework. Each well is represented as a single coarse node and
a well function is computed locally. The resulting values are assembled in
the designated column of the prolongation operator. Note that, even for well
perforations in the matrix, the corresponding well functions can have non-
zero values inside fractures as well if either Coupled-AMS or Rock-AMS are
employed.

As mentioned before, the basis functions have local support. However, in the
Coupled-AMS case, the merging of dual blocks (Fig. 6) can increase this sup-
port substantially in cases with a high density of interconnected (or long)
fractures. This, in turn, can lead to a dense prolongation operator, with a se-
vere impact on computational performance. To overcome this, one can impose
a limiting criterion on the merging of the dual blocks, for example a maximum
number of fine grid cells. Alternatively, or in combination with the previous
method, one can discard the non-zeros from P which lie below a specified
threshold, and rescale the rows accordingly to preserve the partition of unity.
The latter choice is studied in detail in Section 4.

It is important to note that F-AMS basis functions are computed at the be-
ginning of a time-dependent simulation, and adaptively updated only if the
fine-scale properties change beyond a threshold value [40]. Next, the F-AMS
solution algorithm is described.

3.2 The F-AMS solution algorithm

In addition to the prolongation, in order to obtain the coarse-scale pressure
system, the restriction operator R (i.e., map from fine to coarse scale) is
now defined. As previously described, F-AMS identifies three distinct types of
features in the domain, i.e., matrix, fractures, and wells, therefore, R can be
defined in a much more general form than in the previous studies [43, 31, 32].
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The first option is to apply a FV-based restriction to all domains, i.e. the
MSFV restriction operator, RFV , where the entry at row i and column j is 1
only if the fine-scale cell j (either from the matrix, fractures, or wells) belongs
to primal-coarse block i. MSFV ensures mass conservation, at the coarse-scale,
thus allowing the reconstruction of a fine-scale conservative flux field. However,
in previous works [31, 27], it has been found sensitive to the heterogeneity
contrast in the domain. Alternatively, one can construct a Galerkin-FE-based
restriction operator, as RFE = PT , traditionally called MSFE, which leads
to a symmetric-positive-definite (SPD) coarse linear system, if the fine-scale
system (8) is also SPD. Finally, one can consider a third option, where some
of the features (e.g., matrix) are restricted according to FE, while, for the
rest, FV is used. This will be referred to as the MSMIX restriction operator.
Note that, for multiphase flow problems, if the pressure system is not solved to
machine accuracy, a final iteration with RFV needs to be employed, followed
by a conservative flux reconstruction stage, in order to facilitate the solution
of the transport equations [36, 22].

Although F-AMS can be used as a single-sweep multiscale solver, where the
approximate solution, p′, is used with no iterations, previous studies have
shown that an iterative procedure is needed for highly-heterogeneous reservoirs
[37]. To this end, one needs to pair the F-AMS multiscale step with a fine-
scale smoother, which ensures error reduction to any desired level. The F-AMS
algorithm can now be compiled, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
F-AMS solution algorithm

Repeat the following steps until convergence to the desired accuracy is reached:

1. Initialize: pν ← pν+1

2. Update linear system entries: Aν and qν in (8)

3. Update residual: rν = qν −Aνpν

4. Compute (or adaptively update) P : follow either coupling strategy from

Subsection 3.1.

5. Multiscale Stage: δpν+1/2 = P(RAνP)−1R rν

6. Update residual rν+1/2 = rν −Aνδpν+1/2

7. Smoothing Stage: δpν+2/2 = M−1
S rν+1/2

8. Update solution: pν+1 = (pν + δpν+1/2 + δpν+2/2)

The smoothing operator, M−1
S , approximates the inverse of the complete fine-

scale linear operator, Aν , via ILU(0) decomposition [45]. Note that the con-
trast between the matrix and fracture transmissibility values is usually severe,
leading to a high condition number in Eq. (8). In such cases, F-AMS can easily
be extended to include another smoothing stage, which employs iterations on
the sub-block systems corresponding to each media, i.e. Amm and Aff from
(8). A detailed study of the impact of such a smoothing stage is beyond the
scope of this paper, and makes the object of future research.
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Next, numerical results are presented in order to study the effect of each
component on the performance of the F-AMS algorithm. Then, the scalability
of F-AMS is studied, as linear solver, in a CPU benchmark, where the SAMG
commercial solver [33] is used as reference.

4 Numerical Results

The aim of this section is to investigate the performance of F-AMS while
simulating flow through fractured porous media. First, a 2D reservoir with
heterogeneous matrix rock and a relatively complex fracture network is con-
sidered. A distance-based graph algorithm is introduced, in order to automate
the fracture coarsening process. The convergence behaviour of F-AMS is stud-
ied, considering each of the four different coupling strategies introduced in the
previous section. Then, the same fracture network is extruded along the Z
axis and embedded in a 3D heterogeneous domain, for which simulations are
performed considering different coarsening strategies, fracture-matrix conduc-
tivity ratios, fracture densities and domain sizes. CPU times are measured in
detail for both the setup and solution stages in all test cases, and compared
to those obtained using the industrial-grade SAMG solver [33]. Finally, the
same 3D reservoir is used to investigate the effect of heterogeneous fracture
conductivities, spanning several orders of magnitude.

During the upcoming simulations, special attention is given to the conductivity
contrast between the matrix and the fracture domains. The transmissibility
ratio Tratio is introduced as

Tratio =
〈T 〉frac
〈T 〉rock

, (27)

i.e. the ratio between the average fracture 〈T 〉frac and matrix 〈T 〉rock trans-
missibility values, respectively.

It is important to note that, in all test cases, F-AMS employs a FE restriction
operator. Furthermore, the coarse-scale linear system and the basis functions
in each dual block are all solved using a direct solver, based on LU decompo-
sition, from the PETSc package [46].

For some experiments, a detailed breakdown of the CPU time spent in each
stage of the F-AMS algorithm is presented. In the legends of the corresponding
bar plots, the “Initialization” refers to the time spent on allocation of memory
for the various data structures, the “Operators” represents the computation
of basis functions and construction of the restriction and prolongation matri-
ces (Step 4 in Table 1). Also, “Fine linsys. constr.” denotes computation of
the transmissibility values and fine-scale linear system assembly. In addition,
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the matrix multiplications resulting in the coarse-scale system are labelled as
“Coarse linsys, constr.”, while “Solution” stands for the solution of the coarse
system followed by the interpolation (Step 5 in Table 1). Finally, “Smoother”
accounts for Step 7.

4.1 Distance-based fracture coarsening

A fracture network can be represented as a graph, in which the fracture lines
(plates) are the arcs, while the nodes are the locations at which fractures
intersect. This leads to a quasi-unstructured grid, where the complexity mostly
revolves around the representation of the intersections. In this work, each
intersection is assigned a pressure value, which is explicitly represented in the
fine-scale linear system (8) via an equation describing the conservation of flux
coming from/going into the fracture control volumes it connects.

As previously described, F-AMS requires primal- and dual-coarse grids in the
(quasi-unstructured) fracture domain. In order to hide this complexity from
the user, this paper introduces a distance-based algorithm for the automatic
coarsening of fracture networks, as described in Table 2. The network’s graph
is traversed in a breadth-first order such that a distance of at least dmin cells
is guaranteed between each pair of resulting coarse nodes. As such, dmin can
be seen as a fracture coarsening factor. Note that choosing dmin = ∞ results
in a single coarse node, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Moreover, Fig. 8(b) depicts
the result of the coarsening algorithm for dmin = 20 cells on a fairly complex
fracture network.

(a) dmin =∞, 1 DOF (b) dmin = 20, 15 DOF

Fig. 8. Coarse nodes obtained by the distance-based coarsening algorithm on a
network with 575 fine-scale cells. Note that the aperture is magnified for clarity.
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Table 2
Distance-based fracture coarsening algorithm.

Repeat the following for each fracture network, fi, which has Ncells fine cells:

1. Choose dmin, the minimum distance between two fracture coarse nodes.

2. Initialize three empty queues: Qvertex, Q1, Q2.

3. Initialize two vectors of length Ncells: level (set to ∞) and primal (set to 0).

4. Nprimal ← 0

5. Choose a starting cell from fi and add it to Qvertex.

Repeat until Qvertex is empty:

6. vertex← extract top of Qvertex

7. Nprimal ← Nprimal + 1

8. Create primal block number Nprimal with vertex as its coarse node.

9. primal[vertex]← Nprimal and level[vertex]← 0.

10. Add vertex to Q1.

For dist from 1 up to and including dmin:

Repeat until Q1 is empty:

11. cell← extract top of Q1

For each neighbour of cell, neighj , with level[neighj ] > dist:

12. remove neighj from Qvertex, if it is present (i.e. level[neighj ] = dmin)

13. level[neighj ]← dist

14. primal[neighj ]← Nprimal

15. add neighj to Q2.

16. swap Q1 and Q2.

17. empty Q1 into Qvertex.

At this point, primal[i] gives the index of fine cell i’s primal block, while level[i] is

the distance from cell i to the nearest vertex. The fine cells which were not marked

as vertices will form edges on the dual-coarse grid.

4.2 F-AMS convergence

The fracture network from Fig. 8 was embedded into a heterogeneous (patchy)
matrix rock with two pressure-constrained wells added on the West and East
boundaries. This 2D test case, depicted in Fig. 9, was used to study the con-
vergence properties of F-AMS, with the four coupling strategies presented
before.

In order to test the accuracy of the basis functions as pressure interpolators,
F-AMS was stopped after Step 5 of its first iteration (see Table 1). The solu-
tion is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Using a single fracture coarse DOF leads to
a poor approximation of the pressure distribution, especially for Decoupled-
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(a) log10(k
m) and fracture map (b) Pressure solution

Fig. 9. 2D Test Case: heterogeneous matrix rock with 64×64 matrix and 575 fracture
grid cells (a). Two pressure-constrained wells at the West and East boundaries are
placed, resulting in the pressure solution shown in (b) for Tratio = 100.

and Frac-AMS. Figure 10(b) depicts the results of Frac-AMS with 1 fracture
coarse DOF. In this setup, F-AMS treats fractures similar to [5]. Note that,
due to the large length scale of the network, having a constant interpolator
for the pressure along the network results in an initial solution which lacks a
lot of the fine-scale features. In contrast, the Rock-AMS and Coupled-AMS
(Figs. 10(c) and 10(d)) place a lot more emphasis on the matrix basis func-
tions and, since, in this test case, the rock heterogeneity is the main source of
approximation error, their results are more accurate. It may seem unexpected
that the Coupled-AMS performs slightly worse than Rock-AMS. This can be
attributed to the fact that a single fracture DOF is not sufficient to accurately
capture the pressure distribution in the large fracture network, especially un-
der the localization assumption. However, when only few additional coarse
DOF are added in the fracture domain (as shown in Fig. 11), the situation im-
proves dramatically for Decoupled-AMS, Frac-AMS and Coupled-AMS. Note
that Rock-AMS, on the other hand, is insensitive to this change.

For the results in Fig. 12, as well as all subsequent experiments in this paper,
F-AMS was iterated until converged to a residual 2-norm of 10−6. It is clear
that Rock-AMS shows a good convergence rate on this particular 2D test
case, regardless of the fracture coarsening factor. Also, the other strategies
reach a similar behaviour when the fracture network is enriched with only few
additional coarse-scale DOF.
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(a) Decoupled-AMS 1 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 8.6557

(b) Frac-AMS 1 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 6.1719

(c) Rock-AMS 1 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 2.6708

(d) Coupled-AMS 1 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 4.4906

Fig. 10. Pressure solutions after a single multiscale iteration with 1 fracture coarse
cell, with 4 different prolongation coupling strategies. In all cases, the matrix coarse
grid contains 8× 8 blocks and the 2-norm of the error is indicated.

4.3 Basis function truncation

In order to get an idea of the performance of F-AMS on realistic fractured
reservoirs, Fig. 13 introduces a 3D scenario, where the fracture network from
Fig. 9 was extruded and discretized along the Z axis. Two pressure-constrained
horizontal wells are placed on opposite edges of the domain boundary. Fig-
ure 13(d) shows the fine-scale pressure solution obtained on the heterogeneous
(patchy) matrix permeability field shown in Fig. 13(b). Note that, even though
the matrix-fracture conductivity contrast is of only two orders of magnitude,
this is enough to make the pressure distribution in the fracture network insen-
sitive to the matrix heterogeneity (see the approximately constant pressure in
Fig. 13(c)).
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(a) Decoupled-AMS 15 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 3.6173

(b) Frac-AMS 15 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 0.9502

(c) Rock-AMS 15 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 2.6708

(d) Coupled-AMS 15 fracture DOF,
‖ε‖2 = 1.8185

Fig. 11. Pressure solutions after a single multiscale iteration with 15 fracture coarse
cells, with 4 different prolongation coupling strategies. In all cases, the matrix coarse
grid contains 8× 8 blocks and the 2-norm of the error is indicated.

The procedure described in Table 2 is followed to determine the fracture coarse
nodes along the projection of the network on the X-Y plane. Then, the re-
sulting coarse grids are extruded along the Z-axis uniformly, with the vertical
distribution of the coarse nodes honouring the user-specified coarsening ratio
(see Fig. 2).

The increased number of cells in both the matrix (64 × 64 × 64), as well
as the fracture network (575 × 64), compared to the 2D case, can lead to a
larger number of non-zeros for the basis functions which take into account the
coupling between the two media. This can be particularly severe for Coupled-
AMS (Fig. 7), since the high density of fractures can cause a large number of
dual blocks to be merged. The resulting basis functions have a wider support
and can potentially lead to more accurate interpolations, however, the added
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Fig. 12. Convergence history of F-AMS for the 2D test case with four basis function
coupling strategies and different number of coarse DOF in the fracture network.

density to the prolongation operator will also increase the computational effort
necessary to construct and solve the coarse-scale linear system (i.e., Step 5 in
Table 1).

One can limit the density of P by truncating basis function values below
a specified threshold, α ∈ [0, 1). However, in order to preserve partition of
unity, the affected rows in P need to be rescaled by dividing the remaining
values by the row sum. Figure 14 shows the CPU time spent by F-AMS on
the 3D test case, while varying the value of α. Notice that the very restrictive
value of α = 10−1 leads to an increase in the number of overall iterations,
because the smoother needs to compensate for the induced inaccuracy of the
basis functions. However, starting with α = 10−2, the convergence is no longer
much affected and the algorithm gains efficiency from the reduced number of
FLOPS necessary to performRAνP and invert the result. The truncation has
the biggest impact on the Coupled-AMS strategy, which experiences a speed-
up factor of 2, compared to the un-truncated case (last bar in Fig. 14(d), where
α = 0). Figure 15 shows that, for this coupling strategy, when only a single
DOF is considered for fracture network, the support of basis functions can be
as big as the span of the fracture network. Also, this figure shows that after the
truncation stage the locality of the basis function support can be maintained.
As conclusion to this study, the subsequent experiments will use a value of
α = 10−2, regardless of the choice of basis function coupling strategy.
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(a) Wells and fractures
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Fig. 13. Illustration of the 3D test case with 575 × 64 fracture and 64 × 64 × 64
matrix grid cells. The logarithm of the heterogeneous permeability map is provided
in (b). Two pressure-constrained wells are placed on opposite edges, as shown in
(a). The pressure solution is shown for Tratio = 100 for fracture (c) and matrix (d).
F-AMS employs the coarsening ratios of 8×8×8 for matrix and 8×8 for fractures.

4.4 Sensitivity to the coarsening factor

The sensitivity of F-AMS to the number of coarse DOF in the fracture network,
as well as the matrix coarsening ratio is studied for the 3D test case shown in
Fig. 13. The coarsening factor is defined as the average number of fine cells
contained in one (matrix or fracture) primal-coarse block, along each axis.
Recall that, along the fracture length, this is given by the dmin parameter in
Table 2. The experiment designed for this purpose is focused on “isotropic”
coarsening factors, mainly due to the point-wise nature of ILU(0), which was
chosen as global smoothing stage for the implementation of F-AMS used here
(Table 1).
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Fig. 14. F-AMS performance for different values of the basis function truncation
threshold, α. Choosing α = 0 invalidates the truncation procedure. The number of
performed iterations to reach 10−6 residual 2-norm is given on top of each bar.

Fig. 15. Coupled-AMS basis function support before (left) and after truncation
(right). The coarse node (red) is located in a low permeable region of the 2D test
case. The fracture network contains only 1 coarse-scale DOF. The colors on the
right plot correspond to α = 10−5 (orange), 10−3 (green) and 10−2 (light blue).
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Fig. 16. F-AMS performance for different matrix (decreasing from left to right)
and fracture coarsening ratios (decreasing from top to bottom). The number of
performed iterations to reach 10−6 residual 2-norm is given on top of each bar.
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Figure 16 shows the F-AMS CPU times obtained with three different coarsen-
ing factors for the matrix, as well as the fracture network. From this figure, the
Coupled-AMS is found to automatically adapt itself to the coarsening ratio.
Its convergence rate is surpassed only in cases where there is a large discrep-
ancy between the rock and fracture coarsening ratios. However, this comes
with the additional computational cost of having basis functions with wider
support. Still, due to the truncation factor α = 10−2, the construction and so-
lution of coarse system for Coupled-AMS is not significantly higher than that
of the alternative strategies. In addition, in each row, the optimum simulation
results are obtained when fracture and matrix coarsening ratios are similar.

Based on this study and unless otherwise stated, the coarsening ratio of 8 in
each direction for both matrix and fracture media is employed in the exper-
iments presented in the following subsections. Note that this option leads to
more efficient coarse-scale systems than the alternative option of using coarsen-
ing ratios of 4. In addition, the number of linear iterations can be significantly
reduced when F-AMS is employed as preconditioner for GMRES [45].

4.5 Sensitivity to the transmissibility ratio

The next set of experiments aims to investigate the sensitivity of F-AMS to the
conductivity contrast between the matrix and fractures. The transmissibility
ratio Tratio, as defined in Eq. (27), is varied over several orders of magnitude
(Fig. 17) while measuring CPU times and number of linear iterations per-
formed by the Richardson loop. A coarsening factor of 8 was chosen for both
media, based on the results from the previous subsection. As the network
becomes more conductive, the influence of the matrix heterogeneity on the
fracture pressure decreases (see Figs. 13(c) and 13(d)). As such, Rock-AMS
exhibits a degradation in performance for higher Tratio (Fig. 17(c)), while the
reverse is true for Frac-AMS (Fig. 17(b)). On the other hand, by automat-
ically adapting to the change, the Coupled-AMS strategy remains relatively
insensitive to Tratio, as shown in Fig. 17(d). Finally, Decoupled-AMS requires
the most number of iterations when the fracture and matrix transmissibility
values are close (Fig. 17(a)), since in this case the two-way coupling between
the media is the most pronounced.

Note that the solver could not converge to the chosen tolerance, of 10−6 resid-
ual norm, when F-AMS was iterated in a Richardson’s loop for Tratio ≥ 106 and
the same holds for SAMG [33]. However, as shown in Fig. 18, both methods
converge successfully when employed as preconditioners for GMRES [45].
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Fig. 17. F-AMS performance for different matrix-fracture transmissibility ratios.
The number of performed iterations to reach 10−6 residual 2-norm is given on top
of each bar.
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Fig. 18. Convergence history of F-AMS and SAMG on the 3D test case with a
fracture/matrix transmissibility ratio of Tratio = 106. Notice that neither method
can converge when iterated in a Richardson’s loop. Instead, as preconditioners to
GMRES, both methods converge after a few iterations.
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4.6 CPU benchmark study

This final subsection presents the results of a benchmark study between F-
AMS and SAMG [33] on 3D heterogeneous fractured reservoirs. Both methods
are employed as preconditioners to GMRES [45] and iterated until converged
with a residual 2-norm below 10−6.

Unlike the Richardson loop, similar performance was observed for all experi-
ments when F-AMS is used as preconditioner to GMRES, regardless of which
coupling strategy was chosen. Therefore, the presentation of the results is
restricted to Decoupled-AMS, for conciseness. Note that the Coupled-AMS
strategy provides a more general framework, however, with a more complex
implementation.

At each GMRES iteration, SAMG employs a single V-cycle. It is important to
note that SAMG is a commercial black-box package. Thus, it is not possible
to measure its CPU breakdown as accurately as for F-AMS. Instead, the time
spent on its first iteration is considered as “Initialization”, while subsequent
iterations were labelled as “Solution”. Finally, for both SAMG and F-AMS,
the setup and construction of the operators are performed only once, at the
beginning of the iteration procedure.

This study is aimed only to demonstrate the scalability of the F-AMS method.
Note that a unique advantage of F-AMS over SAMG is that a fine-scale mass
conservative flux field can be reconstructed after any iteration stage, once the
coarse-scale system with RFV restriction operator is solved.

4.6.1 Transmissibility contrast

The test case from Fig. 13 is used, with different values of fracture-matrix
transmissibility contrasts, i.e., Tratio in Eq. (27). As can be seen in Fig. 19,
the number of iterations and the CPU time for both F-AMS and SAMG
is insensitive to the contrast. This is a significant achievement for F-AMS,
compared to [5].

4.6.2 Fracture density

What follows is a study of the scalability of F-AMS when faced with a dynamic
fracture network, where the number of fracture plates is increased step by step.
The 3D fracture map shown in Fig. 13(a) is considered, where the network
is now created through 4 phases, as presented in Fig. 20. Note that, as new
fractures are added, not only the number of DOF increases, but also the
pressure variation along the network can increase. The detailed description
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Fig. 19. F-AMS (Decoupled-AMS) performance compared with SAMG for different
matrix-fracture transmissibility ratios. The number of performed iterations to reach
10−6 residual 2-norm is given on top of each bar. For these experiments, both meth-
ods were used as preconditioners for GMRES. Similar performance was observed
for other F-AMS coupling strategies.

of the CPU times obtained using F-AMS in these four cases are depicted in
Fig. 21. It is clear that, by maintaining the prescribed fracture coarsening
factor of 8 × 8, F-AMS maintains virtually the same convergence rate. The
slight increase in CPU time is mainly due to computation of extra fracture
basis functions, as well as the construction and solution of a slightly larger
coarse-scale linear system.

In consequence, by having multiple coarse-scale DOF in each fracture network,
F-AMS can automatically scale with fracture length and density. This is in
contrast to [5], where the use of a single fracture basis function would lead to
a drastic deterioration of the multiscale convergence for test cases containing
fracture networks with large length scales.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fig. 20. Pressure solution obtained for different fracture densities. The left-most
contains 27 fracture plates (136× 64 cells), followed by one with 76 fracture plates
(334 × 64 cells), the next has 96 fracture plates (438 × 64 cells), and, finally, the
right-most is perforated by 127 fracture plates (575× 64 cells).
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Fig. 21. F-AMS (Decoupled-AMS) performance for reservoirs with different number
of fractures. The number of performed iterations to reach 10−6 residual 2-norm is
given on top of each bar. For these experiments, both methods were employed as
preconditioners for GMRES. Similar performance was observed for other F-AMS
coupling strategies.

4.6.3 Domain scale

The scalability of F-AMS, benchmarked with SAMG, is investigated for het-
erogeneous (patchy) reservoir of increasing size. To this end, both the matrix
and fracture fine-scale grid resolution is varied from 323 matrix and 320× 32
fractures (smallest) up to 2563 matrix and 2117 × 256 fracture cells (see
Fig. 22). The transmissibility ratio between the two media is Tratio = 102.
Figure 23 shows the obtained CPU times. F-AMS and SAMG both maintain
their convergence rates and experience a similar level of scalability, in terms
of CPU time, i.e., they grow linearly with the problem size. During these
experiments, and as previously studied in Subsection 4.4, F-AMS was found
very sensitive to the coarsening strategy used. The reported results use the
optimum coarsening ratio found during repeated experiments (some of which
are detailed in Table B.1). Note that SAMG uses adaptive coarsening at each
coarse level in its V-cycles.

4.6.4 Heterogeneous fractures

Finally, the sensitivity of the F-AMS method (benchmarked with SAMG) to
strongly heterogeneous fracture properties is investigated. The permeability
of of the 127 fracture plates from Fig. 13(a) is randomly perturbed to a span 6
orders of magnitude. Figure 24 shows that, if an appropriate coarsening ratio
is chosen –in this case 6 × 6 × 8 in the matrix and 4 × 8 in the fractures–,
then the F-AMS and SAMG performances are comparable. In addition to the
coarsening ratio, multiscale methods are also sensitive to the heterogeneity
contrasts (here, in both fractures and matrix). Improvements can be achieved
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fracture cells, and, finally, 2563 matrix and 2117× 256 fracture cells.
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Fig. 23. F-AMS (Decoupled-AMS) performance compared with SAMG for differ-
ent domain sizes. The coarsening factors are 6, 8, 8 and 10 respectively. Also, a
transmissibility ratio of Tratio = 102 was considered. The number of iterations to
reach 10−6 residual 2-norm is given on top of each bar. For these experiments, both
methods were employed as preconditioners for GMRES. Similar performance was
observed for other F-AMS coupling strategies.

by adapting the coarse grid geometry to follow the fracture and matrix conduc-
tivity distribution, or by enriching the prolongation operator with additional
basis functions [23, 24, 25]. These are subjects of future studies.

The results of the experiments presented in this section show that the perfor-
mance and scalability of F-AMS is comparable to that of SAMG. As such, even
in its current proof of concept implementation, F-AMS is found a promising
multiscale method for naturally fractured porous media. Note that, for realis-
tic multiphase test cases, simulations can be further accelerated by employing
only few iterations of F-AMS, followed by a flux reconstruction stage, leading
to efficient approximate solutions [47].
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Fig. 24. F-AMS (Decoupled-AMS) performance compared with SAMG on a test case
with heterogeneous fracture permeability. The logarithm of the fracture permeabil-
ity is shown on the left. The number of iterations to reach 10−6 residual 2-norm is
given on top of each bar. For these experiments, both methods were employed as
preconditioners for GMRES.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel general multiscale framework, F-AMS, was devised for
efficient and accurate simulation of flow through heterogeneous porous media
with embedded fractures of various length scales. For the first time in the
multiscale community, the possibility to prescribe an arbitrary coarse grid
in each fracture network was presented. Then, for each coarse node (from
both matrix and fractures), a locally-supported basis function was defined, by
considering one of the four cross-media coupling strategies (Decoupled-AMS,
Frac-AMS, Rock-AMS or Coupled-AMS). All of these flexibilities allow the
user to tweak the trade-off between the computational budget of the setup
stage and the convergence rate.

Aligned with the EDFM approach of having independent grids for fracture
and matrix [2], this work also introduced a distance-based automatic coars-
ening algorithm for the fracture domain. This allows the user to specify the
desired (uniform) coarsening factor for the fracture domain, in similar fashion
to the matrix. In addition, the effect of truncating small non-zeros from the
prolongation operator was studied, in order to maintain efficiency, especially
for the Coupled-AMS strategy. For all test cases considered, the truncation
value of α = 10−2 was found optimum.

The numerical results illustrate that F-AMS (similar as SAMG) is insensi-
tive to the fracture-matrix conductivity contrast, and - importantly - shares
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the same scalability with respect to the fracture density, domain scale and
heterogeneous properties. However, the performance of F-AMS was found to
dramatically degrade if a sub-optimal coarsening strategy is chosen for chal-
lenging test cases. The method can be further extended to address this, e.g. by
considering enhanced coarsening strategies, different choices for the smoother
or employment of enriched prolongation operators [23, 24].

Another important finding of this paper was that all basis function coupling
strategies perform similar when F-AMS is used as preconditioner to GMRES.
This recommends the Decoupled-AMS approach for commercial reservoir sim-
ulation, due to its convenient implementation, an attractive feature for real-
field applications.

In summary, it is concluded that F-AMS is an important multiscale develop-
ment for flow in heterogeneous media with embedded fractures. It was shown
that only few fracture coarse nodes are required to deliver good approximate
pressure solutions, at the original fine-scale resolution. Future developments of
F-AMS will include consideration of complex physics such as stress-dependent
fracture networks and also capillarity and gravity effects for multiphase flow
simulations.
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A Algebraic Formulation of the F-AMS prolongation operators

Consider the fine-scale system for matrix and fractures, Ap = q, i.e.,Amm Amf

Afm Aff


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

 pm
pf


︸ ︷︷ ︸

p

=

 qm
qf


︸ ︷︷ ︸

q

. (A.1)

The permutation operator ℘ containing matrix and fracture permutation
block operators ℘m and ℘f , respectively,

℘ ≡

℘m 0

0 ℘f

, (A.2)
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is defined such that it reorders the linear system (A.1) based on the wirebasket
ordering [48, 44, 31] of Internal (I), Face (F), Edge (E) and Vertex (V) for
both matrix (superscript m) and fracture (superscript f ) unknowns, i.e.,



AImIm AImFm
0 0 AImF f

AImEf
AImV f

AFmIm AFmFm
AFmEm

0 AFmF f
AFmEf

AFmV f

0 AEmFm
AEmEm

AEmVm
AEmF f

AEmEf
AEmV f

0 0 AVmEm
AVmVm

AVmF f
AVmEf

AVmV f

AF f Im AF fFm
AF fEm

AF fVm
AF fF f

AF fEf
0

AEf Im AEfFm
AEfEm

AEfVm
AEfF f

AEfEf
AEfV f

AV f Im AV fFm
AV fEm

AV fVm
0 AV fEf

AV fV f


︸ ︷︷ ︸

℘A℘T



pI
m

pF
m

pE
m

pV
m

pF
f

pE
f

pV
f


︸ ︷︷ ︸

℘p

=



qI
m

qF
m

qE
m

qV
m

qF
f

qE
f

qV
f


︸ ︷︷ ︸

℘q

.

(A.3)

Note that fractures have only Face, Edge, and Vertex cells, since they are
represented in a lower-dimensional space than the matrix. Also, according to
the two-point flux approximation (TPFA) stencil for structured grids, AImEm

,
AEmIm , AImVm

, AVmIm , AVmFm
, AFmVm

, AF fV f
, AV fF f

are zero. More im-
portantly, for media with embedded fractures, the coupling off-diagonal blocks
Amf and Afm are full, i.e., each matrix cell may overlap with fracture cells
of any type (F, E, or V). This is the main reason behind the consideration of
the four types of basis functions, each with a different level of matrix-fracture
coupling, as previously discussed in this paper.

The algebraic construction of the prolongation operator for each strategy is
described next.

A.1 Decoupled-AMS

In the Decoupled-AMS prolongation operator, the matrix-fracture coupling
terms are completely neglected. To this end, all off-diagonal block matrix en-
tries (belonging to Amf and Afm) are set to zero. In addition, similar to the
AMS [31] and C-AMS [32] methods, the linear system is further simplified to
account for the localization boundary condition within each medium (by ne-
glecting connectivity between each cell and its lower-ranked neighbours in the
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wirebasket hierarchy). This leads to the following approximate linear system:

AImIm AImFm
0 0 0 0 0

0 A
FmFm

AFmEm
0 0 0 0

0 0 A
EmEm

AEmVm
0 0 0

0 0 0 Ămm 0 0 Ămf

0 0 0 0 AF fF f

AF fEf
0

0 0 0 0 0 A
EfEf

AEfV f

0 0 0 Ăfm 0 0 Ăff


︸ ︷︷ ︸

℘A′℘T



p′I
m

p′F
m

p′E
m

p′V
m

p′F
f

p′E
f

p′V
f


︸ ︷︷ ︸

℘p′

=



0

0

0

q̆m

0

0

q̆f


︸ ︷︷ ︸

℘q′

.

(A.4)

Here, the diagonal blocks marked as A indicate that the matrix-matrix and
fracture-fracture transmissibilities, neglected due to this localization assump-
tion (AFmIm , AEmFm

, AVmEm
and AEfF f

, AV fEf
, respectively) have also

been removed from the diagonal term. At the same time, the notation A in-
dicates diagonal blocks where the neglected matrix-fracture transmissibilities
have been removed from the diagonal term. Finally,

Ă ≡

 Ămm Ămf

Ăfm Ăff

 = (RAP), p̆ ≡

 p′Vm

p′V
f

 , q̆ ≡

 q̆m
q̆f

 =Rq, (A.5)

are the components of the coarse-scale system.

After solving for the coarse-scale pressures, p̆ = Ă−1q̆, the approximate sys-
tem can be inverted algebraically, due to its upper-triangular structure. Con-
sequently, the prolongation operator, which satisfies p′ = P p̆, reads

P = ℘T



−AImIm−1AImFmPFmVm

0

−AFmFm−1
AFmEmPEmVm

0

−AEmEm−1
AEmVm

0

IV
mVm

0

0 −AF fF f−1
AF fEfPEfV f

0 −AEfEf−1
AEfV f

0 IV
fV f



, (A.6)

where I is the identity matrix and the transpose operator ℘T back-transforms
the wirebasket ordering into the natural ordering. Also, PEmVm

, PFmVm

and
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PEfV f

are sub-blocks of the prolongation with the corresponding rows and

columns given in the superscripts. For example, PEmVm

= −AEmEm−1
AEmVm

and PFmVm

= −AFmFm−1
AFmEmPEmVm

. Note that, once computed, the
higher-rank sub-blocks of P become boundary conditions for the values of
basis functions in lower-rank cells, in accordance to the localization assumption
(e.g. the values obtained for matrix edges, PEmVm , are used to compute the
prolongation in adjacent faces, PFmVm

).

A.2 Frac-AMS

The Frac-AMS approach considers the effect of the Amf transmissibilities
when computing basis functions. This leads to the following approximate sys-
tem operator

℘A′℘T =



AImIm AImFm
0 0 AImF f

AImEf
AImV f

0 A
FmFm

AFmEm
0 AFmF f

AFmEf
AFmV f

0 0 A
EmEm

AEmVm
AEmF f

AEmEf
AEmV f

0 0 0 Ămm 0 0 Ămf

0 0 0 0 AF fF f

AF fEf
0

0 0 0 0 0 A
EfEf

AEfV f

0 0 0 Ăfm 0 0 Ăff



, (A.7)

where AFmIm , AEmFm
, AVmEm

, AVmF f
and AVmEf

are set to zero due to lo-
calization boundary condition corresponding to Frac-AMS coupling for matrix,
while, at the same time, the AEfF f

, AV fEf
are zero in the fracture equations.

The Frac-AMS prolongation operator reads

P = ℘T



−AImIm−1AImFmPFmVm −AImIm−1(AImFmPFmV f

+ AImfPfV f

)

−AFmFm−1
AFmEmPEmVm −AFmFm−1

(AFmEmPEmV f

+ AFmfPfV f

)

−AEmEm−1
AEmVm −AEmEm−1

AEmfPfV f

IV
mVm

0

0 −AF fF f−1
AF fEfPEfV f

0 −AEfEf−1
AEfV f

0 IV
fV f



,

(A.8)
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where the superscript f (e.g. from PfV f

) corresponds to all the fracture cells,
regardless of their containing dual block. Similar as in the previous case, the
sub-blocks of prolongation operator PFmVm

, PFmV f

, PfV f

, PEmVm

, PEmV f

,
PfV f

and PEfV f

represent the corresponding rows and columns given in their

superscripts. For example, PEmV f

= −AEmEm−1
AEmfPfV f

and, specially,

PfV f

=


−AF fF f−1

AF fEfPEfV f

−AEfEf−1
AEfV f

IV
fV f

. (A.9)

A.3 Rock-AMS

For Rock-AMS, the Amf transmissibilities are set to zero,

℘A′℘T =



AImIm AImFm
0 0 0 0 0

0 A
FmFm

AFmEm
0 0 0 0

0 0 A
EmEm

AEmVm
0 0 0

0 0 0 Ămm 0 0 Ămf

AF f Im AF fFm
AF fEm

AF fVm
AF fF f

AF fEf
0

AEf Im AEfFm
AEfEm

AEfVm
0 A

EfEf

AEfV f

0 0 0 Ăfm 0 0 Ăff



, (A.10)

where, the localization boundary condition was also applied.
The Rock-AMS prolongation operator reads

P = ℘T



−AImIm−1AImFmPFmVm

0

−AFmFm−1
AFmEmPEmVm

0

−AEmEm−1
AEmVm

0

IV
mVm

0

−AF fF f−1
(AF fEfPEfVm

+ AF fmPmVm

) −AF fF f−1
AF fEfPEfV f

−AEfEf−1
AEfmPmVm −AEfEf−1

AEfV f

0 IV
fV f



,

(A.11)

where the superscript m (e.g. from PmVm

) corresponds to all the matrix cells,
regardless of their containing dual block. The sub-blocks of the prolonga-
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tion operator, i.e.,PFmVm

, PEmVm

, PEfVm

, PmVm

and PEfV f

, are defined
similar to the previous cases in the sense that they represent the correspond-
ing rows and columns given in their superscripts. For example, PEmVm

=

−AEmEm−1
AEmVm

and, specially,

PmVm

=



−AImIm−1AImFmPFmVm

−AFmFm−1
AFmEmPEmVm

−AEmEm−1
AEmVm

IV
mVm


. (A.12)

A.4 Coupled-AMS

In the Coupled-AMS approach, all adjacent Face and Edge blocks are merged
between the media (Fig. 6), i.e. F = Fm ⋃

F f and E = Em ⋃
Ef . Also, let

V denote the set of coarse nodes, irrespective of their location. In this new
setting, the ℘-reordered approximate linear system is defined as

℘A′℘T =



AII AIF AIE AIV

0 A
FF

AFE AFV

0 0 A
EE

AEV

0 0 0 Ă


, (A.13)

where the localization boundary condition was appropriately employed.
Then, the Coupled-AMS prolongation operator reads

P = ℘T



−AII−1(AIFPFV + AIEPEV + AIV )

−AFF−1
(AFEPEV + AFV )

−AEE−1
AEV

IV V


. (A.14)

B Coarsening ratios used during scale sensitivity test

The scale sensitivity experiment revealed that the performance of F-AMS is
highly dependent on the coarsening ratios used. Only the optimum config-
uration was featured in the plots presented in the body of the manuscript.
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Table B.1 lists experimental results obtained when using primal grids with
more refined and more coarse blocks, respectively, for comparison purposes.

Scale Coarsening ratio
(matrix, fracs)

Total CPU time
(sec)

# iterations

323

2× 2× 2, 2× 2 1.904 11

6× 6× 6, 6× 6 0.330 23

8× 8× 8, 8× 8 0.351 29

643

4× 4× 4, 4× 4 3.270 13

6× 6× 6, 6× 6 2.186 19

9× 9× 9, 9× 9 2.371 27

1283

6× 6× 6, 6× 6 21.790 17

8× 8× 8, 8× 8 17.620 22

11× 11× 11, 11× 11 21.350 31

2563

8× 8× 8, 8× 8 164.600 18

10× 10× 10, 10× 10 150.400 23

17× 17× 17, 17× 17 252.100 40

Table B.1
Performance of F-AMS during the scale sensitivity test cases, when using different
coarsening factors. The middle row for each test (shown in bold) is the optimum
configuration, whose results were presented in the body of the manuscript.
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